EDITORIAL

The Promotion of the Health in academic contexts
With the intention to offer to the readers an including vision in relation to the Promotion of the Health, volume 6 number 3 of the Journal Family, Cycles of Life and Health in the Social Context - REFACS presents a group of articles of authors who study thematic, established in different conceptions and methodologies. Therefore, this edition is fruit of some of the academic productions of the Course of Professional Master degree in Promotion of the Health of the Centro Universitário Adventista de São Paulo (UNASP).

Searching to supply the deficit of the work market, that lacks of professionals with abilities and abilities necessary to the work to interdisciplinary, the Professional Master degree in Promotion of the Health looks for to make with that its research is applied to the daily one of work from scientific methodologies.

To study the pertinent questions to the style and quality of life in the promotion of the health, the course had its activities initiated in March of 2013. Leaving of an including vision of health that integrates the diverse dimensions of the complexity human being, this area of concentration consists in a field of practical knowledge and that it approaches the multiple aspects, strategies and interventions related with the process of qualification of individuals and populations for the improvement and control on determinative of the health and the search of the quality of life.

The course, that has as research line the Quality and Style of Life in the Promotion of the Health, longs for to approach the field to interdisciplinary of knowledge with inquiries of subjects such as: politics and evaluation in promotion of the health, promotion of physical and labor the health in activities, promotion of the health in the feeding sector and nutrition, promotion of the health in specific population groups, promotion of the health with attention to the mental health and spiritual and, education in health.

By this, in this special number, a little of what they have been studied for the group is presented in the REFACS that for its target has direct relation with the question and, certainly is white of productions that aim at this important subject.

We wait that this thematic fan can bring, beyond the scientific contributions, a pleasant moment of reflection.

Good Reading!
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